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CSU IP Expectations

Provide experience, insight, information, and assistance to peers about CSU IP study abroad options

Guide students through the CSU IP website

Be an active member of the CSU IP social media pages

Participate in study abroad events throughout the academic year

Represent CSU IP responsibly, accurately, and professionally
STAYING IN CONTACT WITH CSU IP

Monthly Check-In
• Week of September 28
  • Advising Non-traditional students
• Week of October 26
  • Recruiting underrepresented students
• Week of November 30
  • Semester recap

Submit monthly project form

Be an active member in the CSU IP Student Assistant group and social media.
CSU INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

OVERVIEW
CSU IP PROGRAMS

18 COUNTRIES
60+ PROGRAM OPTIONS
YEAR AND SEMESTER OPTIONS
CSU CREDIT
CSU TUITION
FINANCIAL AID APPLIES
CSU IP PROGRAMS

AUSTRALIA
• Griffith University
• Macquarie University
• Queensland University of Technology
• University of Queensland
• Western Sydney University

Top Subjects
Health Sciences
Kinesiology
Biology
Criminology
Most subjects offered

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic and Calendar Year
CSU IP PROGRAMS

CANADA
• Concordia University

Most subjects offered – limited places

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year

CHILE
• Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile

Taught in Spanish – Most subjects available

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic and Calendar Year & Fall and Spring Semester
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CHINA
• Language & Culture at Peking University
• Peking University

PKU students must have near-native language ability

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester

DENMARK
• Architecture at DIS
• Child Development at DIS

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year
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FRANCE
• Language & Culture at Aix-Marseille Université
• Universities of Paris, MICEFA (in English)
• France: Universities of Paris, MICEFA (in French)

Aix students study the French language. In Paris, students may take courses taught in French and English.

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester
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GERMANY
- Advertising, Design, & Media at Stuttgart Media University
- Architecture at Biberach University of Applied Sciences
- Business at Nuertingen-Geislingen University
- Business at Reutlingen University
- Business Honors at University of Mannheim
- Germany: Heidelberg University
- Language & Culture at Language & Culture at University of Tübingen
- Music at Trossingen University of Music*
- Universities of Baden-Württemberg
- Germany: University of Konstanz

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Spring Semester

*Only Academic Year
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GHANA
• University of Ghana
Most subjects available
AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester

ISRAEL
• University of Haifa
Great for Anthropology, Psychology and Peace & Conflict Studies
AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester
ITALY

• Architecture at the CSU Florence Center
• CSU Florence Center
• Studio Art at the CSU Florence Center*

Great for Architecture, Art, Political Science, and History

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD

Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester

*Only Academic Year & Spring Semester
JAPAN
• University of Tsukuba
• Waseda University

Great for Japanese, Political Science, Economics, International Studies, and Asian Studies

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year
MEXICO
• Education & Child Development at Tecnológico de Monterrey*
• Mexico: Tecnológico de Monterrey (in English)
• Mexico: Tecnológico de Monterrey (in Spanish)*

*Taught in Spanish

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester
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SOUTH AFRICA
• Nelson Mandela University

Most subjects available, including sciences

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic and Calendar Year & Fall and Spring Semester

SOUTH KOREA
• Yonsei University

Most subjects available – good for business students
*Competitive

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year
SPAIN
• Language & Culture at Universidad de Jaén
• Universidad Complutense de Madrid
• Universidad de Granada

Jaén program is a great for General Education courses. Madrid and Granada are taught in Spanish.

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
  Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester
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SWEDEN
• Uppsala University

Great for Earth Sciences, Education and History

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester

TAIWAN
• National Taiwan University

Great for Business, Sciences and Psychology

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year & Fall and Spring Semester
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

UNITED KINGDOM
- Kingston University
- Swansea University
- United Kingdom: University of Birmingham
- University of Bradford
- University of Bristol
- University of Hull *

*Temporarily Closed

Most subjects available

EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE

AVAILABLE TERMS ABROAD
Academic Year
Spend a year abroad!

APPLICATION OVERVIEW
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

GPA REQUIREMENTS VARY BETWEEN 2.5 AND 3.2
SOME GPA REQUIREMENTS ARE FLEXIBLE!

PRE-REQUISITES
A FEW PROGRAMS HAVE REQUIRED PRE-REQUISITES (LANGUAGE & BUSINESS); SOME HAVE SUGGEST PRE-REQUISITES

CLASS STANDING
MANY PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE TO SOPHOMORES!

*TRANSFER STUDENTS MAY STUDY ABROAD WITH CSU IP
APPLICATION PROCESS

ACADEMIC YEAR, CALENDAR YEAR AND SEMESTER OPTIONS

MULTIPLE DEADLINES

CSU IP PORTAL

RECOMMENDATIONS
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED WITH CSU IP APPLICATION

DUE SEPTEMBER 15 AND FEBRUARY 15
APPLICATION REVIEW

ACIP STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

WHAT DOES THE SAC LOOK FOR?

ADMISSIONS DECISIONS RELEASED 4-6 WEEKS FOLLOWING THE DEADLINE
PRE-DEPARTURE STEPS & SERVICES

ADVISING VIA PHONE & EMAIL

PRE-DEPARTURE E-NEWSLETTER SERIES

VISA INFORMATION PACKET & SUPPORT

CSU IP PORTAL POST-DECISION STEPS
- DEPOSIT
- HOST UNIVERSITY APPLICATIONS
PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION

CALENDAR YEAR AND SPRING SEMESTER ORIENTATION:
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2020

ACADEMIC YEAR AND FALL SEMESTER ORIENTATION:
SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 2021

- SPECIAL TOPIC SESSIONS
- COUNTRY PRESENTATIONS
How do you talk about study abroad?
BEYOND IT WAS AMAZING...

WHY SHOULD STUDENTS STUDY ABROAD?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

WHAT IS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT PIECE OF ADVICE?

WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST REGRET?
RECRUITMENT EFFORTS

Spend a year abroad!
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2020

SIGN UP TO ‘SIT’ AT YOUR COUNTRY TABLE OR BE ON A STUDENT PANEL.

HELP RECRUIT FELLOW ALUMS
FULLERTON: SEPTEMBER 29 – OCTOBER 1
SACRAMENTO: AUGUST 31 – SEPTEMBER 4
SAN BERNARDINO: SEPTEMBER 15 & 16
SAN DIEGO: SEPTEMBER 4 - 11
SAN LUIS OBISPO: OCTOBER 1
SAN MARCOS: SEPTEMBER 15 & 17
ON-CAMPUS EFFORTS

INFORMATION SESSIONS
CLASSROOM VISITS
DORM SESSIONS
TABLING
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOW US!
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER, & PINTEREST

FACEBOOK GROUPS

#CSUABROAD
DIGITAL STORY PROJECT
WHAT IS A DIGITAL STORY?

GETTING STARTED…
Think of a single story from your study abroad experience that changed your perspective. Your story should be about an individual moment, not about your entire study abroad experience. Avoid travel related stories and focus on moments and memories from your host-city.

HOW WILL YOU TELL YOUR STORY…
All students will create a 1-2 minute video story using photos and video from their study abroad experience with a voiceover.
QUESTIONS?